According to EPA's Web site, FQPA seeks to establish "reasonable certainty of no harm" from chemical residue exposure. The law provides special protections for children, and requires that "an additional tenfold margin of safety for the pesticide chemical residue and other sources of exposure be applied to infants and children."

Previous legislation treated different uses of the same chemical independently. FQPA performs aggregate assessment of "all non-occupational sources of exposure, including drinking water, residential, and dietary exposure." The new safety standards assess cumulative exposure to pesticides and other substances with "common mechanisms of toxicity."

Tim Maniscalco, Dow AgroScience's manager of government and public affairs, told me his company agrees with the aggregate assessment principle in theory, but he questioned the validity of EPA's methodology. Maniscalco contends EPA uses "worse than worst case scenarios" to calculate risks posed by residential exposure. Interestingly enough, EPA seems to agree.

While the Agency looks to its extensive Pesticide Handlers Exposure Database to estimate applicators' exposure to chemicals, it lacks a similar tool to evaluate dangers for those who are exposed to pesticides, but who have not directly used them. Documents posted on www.epa.gov explain, "EPA's residential exposure assessments are designed to be as realistic as possible. They are, however, generally conservative and this adds an extra measure of safety when regulating pesticides. When scientists have studied people in the real world (including the children of farmworkers), they have generally found a person's exposure to be less than that predicted by our exposure assessments."

The document goes on to say the following:

• "We assume high amounts of pesticide residues will transfer to a person. Generally we assume 20-50% of the residues will transfer. Some techniques have shown that in some situations, only 1-3% of the residues are transferred. The highest reasonably possible transfer rate must be assumed for safety."

• "We assume no residue dissipation. In other words, all the residues available initially are available throughout the time a person is exposed. Dissipation rate is based on many factors (heat, sunlight, rain, etc.) so we must include the conservative prospect that in a given case there is no residue dissipation."

• "We assume that a person has no clothing on to protect themselves from exposure because little or no clothing is a possible realistic scenario in some circumstances."

• "We assume two to eight hours of continuous contact."

Residential exposure assessments will affect your program, since EPA includes chemical applications at schools and parks under the term. Organophosphate insecticides are currently being reviewed, and the agency is expected to release a preliminary risk assessment of chlorpyrifos this month.

EPA offers on-line public comment periods for its assessments, and it gives considerable weight to response. I urge you to take an interest in the process, and to lend your voice to the debate. The 60-day public comment period for chlorpyrifos should already be underway.
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distributes weight away from the front goal posts, and allows the back of the equipment to carry more of the burden.

Another design option uses lightweight materials for the goal’s front posts and crossbar, while using much heavier materials for the rear ground bar and frame members. This type of goal can be designed to fold down when not in use.

All of these options decrease the chance that the goals will fall forward. However, regardless of a goal’s construction, all movable soccer goals should be firmly anchored at all times.

Anchoring guidelines
A properly anchored and counterweighted movable soccer goal is unlikely to tip over. It’s best to secure goals to the ground at the rear ground bar. Keep all of your anchors flush with the ground and clearly visible.

The number and type of anchors you choose will depend on factors such as soil type, soil moisture content, and total goal weight. The following lists several anchoring options.

- **Auger style**
  This style anchor is helical shaped, and is screwed into the ground. Flanges positioned over the side and rear ground bars secure them to the ground. Recommendations suggest a minimum of two auger-style anchors be used to secure a goal. Depending on manufacturer specifications, unit weight, and soil conditions, more may be required.

- **Semipermanent**
  Two or more functional components make up this anchor type. The main support requires a permanently secured base that is buried underground. In one type of semipermanent anchor, two tethers connect the underground base to the soccer goal. Another design uses a buried anchor tube with a threaded opening at ground level. Bolts passed through the goal’s side and rear ground bars secure the apparatus to the buried anchor tubes.

- **Peg or stake style**
  Two or four pegs or stakes can also be used to anchor soccer goals; more units should be used for heavy goals. Anchoring pegs/stakes normally measure approximately 10 inches (250 millimeters).

  Drive pegs/stakes as far as possible into the ground with a sledge hammer, and angle them whenever possible. Pass the supports through available holes in the side and rear ground bars.

  If a peg or stake is not flush with the ground, it should be clearly visible to persons playing near the soccer goal. Stakes with large diameters or textured surfaces provide extra holding capacity.

- **J-hook stake style**
  Use J-shaped hooks to anchor goals when no pre-drilled holes are available in the ground bars. This support system uses techniques similar to peg/stake-style anchors.

  Hammer J-hooks into the ground at angles when possible. The curved portion of the anchors should wrap over the goal bars. Two to four J-hooks per goal are typically recommended. The number of hooks will depend on stake structure, manufacturer specifications, goal weight, and soil conditions. Stakes with large diameters or textured surfaces provide extra holding capacity.

- **Sandbags/counterweights**
  Sandbags or other counterweights can provide effective anchoring on hard surfaces, such as artificial turf, that can’t be penetrated by conventional anchors. The number of support bags or weights necessary varies according to goal size and weight.

- **Net pegs**
  Tapered, metal net pegs should only be used to secure nets to the ground. They should NOT be used to anchor entire movable soccer goals.

**Goal storage**
Most recorded soccer goal injuries do not occur during matches. Most involve unat-
tended goals. Proper storage when goals are not in use can help prevent these problems.

Here are some suggestions to keep unattended goals safe and secure:
- Remove nets when goals are not in use.
- Place goal frames face to face and secure them at each goal post with chains and locks.
- Chain and lock goals to fixed structures such as permanent fences.
- Lock goals in secure storage rooms after each use.
- Fully disassemble goals for seasonal storage.
- Fold goal faces down and lock them to the base.

Safety tips
The following tips help further promote soccer goal safety:
- Check goal bars and connections for structural integrity before and after each use. Replace damaged or missing parts immediately.
- Never allow anyone to climb on goal frames or nets.
- Apply safety/warning labels where they will be clearly visible.
- Exercise extreme caution when moving goals. Movable soccer goals should only be moved by authorized and trained personnel.
- Instruct players on safe goal handling, and warn them of potential dangers.
- Use movable soccer goals only on level fields.

Soccer Organizations

Federation Internationale De Football Association
Hitzigweg 11, 8030
Zurich, Switzerland
(41) 1-384-9595

National Federation of State High School Associations
11724 NW Plaza Circle
Box 20626
Kansas City, MO 64195
(816) 464-5400

National Collegiate Athletic Association
6201 College Blvd.
Overland Park, KS 66211
(913) 359-1906